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The Tour Guide
Since our last USA tour in 2018 an
incredible number of exciting new
buildings have been completed
particularly in New York.The project list
includes our selection of outstanding
recent and heritage buildings. They have
been chosen for their significance to
reflect the past and present in
architecture. Some buildings may include
interior visits and all will be viewed
externally.
A few buildings may need to be
cancelled or have restricted viewing
opportunities due to weather for
example. Some may not be quite
complete or even accessible.
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This Tour Guide seeks to provide an overview in printed form and
also designed to be read on an Ipad you might travel with. The
pdf formatted E-Guide can be downloaded from my website
www.carverstudio.com. The E-Guide can then provide a greater
insight into specific buildings through links provided on the
project list at the end of the E-Guide. which also enables links to
specific websites on all buildings and architects included on the
tour+videos, some with articles drawings, sketches,
photographs Whilst there are many books on Modern &
Contemporary Architecture we recommend you read
"
50 ARCHITECTS YOU SHOULD KNOW"-by Isabel Kuhl.
$34.99rrp . You may also enjoy watching a You Tube Video on
‘Top 100 Modern Architects ‘ Greatest Buildings 21st Century
ARCHITECTURE TOUR 2020
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Tour Guide for Contemporary Architecture Tour

Perez Museum, Miami Herzog de Meuron

Following Travelrite’s many successful architecture
tours over the past 2 decades, we are delighted to
join with you on our next insight into the USA, plus
Mexico and Cuba

Some of those new names include Bjarke Ingels of
BIG and Sir David Adjaye plus 4 leading women
including Zaha Hadid, Jeanne Gang, Liz Diller and
Sanna’s, Kazuyo Sejima that break through the
previous dominance of men In architecture.

Many of our previous tours to the USA have
focused on Frank Lloyd Wright, yet he too was
inspired through his travels to both Europe and
Japan. We have an opportunity to venture on our
journey to discover major projects of 18 significant,
international contemporary architects, many of
whom have either won the AIA Gold Medal or are
Pritzker Prize Winners or both.

It’s the journey of a lifetime, that’s not just about
having fun but sharing it with like minded people
who all appreciate the outstanding architecture
that’s on so many bucket lists of ‘just must see in
your lifetime’.
We especially welcome back and feel fortunate to
have so many return guests from previous tours,
who wish to continue their architectural pilgrimage
to see and visit the many new sights incorporated
into our tour. For example, 90% of our New York
projects this year are new to Travelrite tours!

We begin in New York and travel south to
Philadelphia and Washington, then to Tampa and
Miami in Florida before flying to Cancun in Mexico
with our journey ending in Havana Cuba
We will visit exciting new work in the Eastern side
of America. We experience the outstanding Mayan
civilisation ruins in Chichen Itza before visiting Cuba
as it is today. Like Wright, many us have been
fortunate to travel, sketch and be inspired with
not only the classics but also their peers recent
work. Jorn Utzon who we’ve followed in recent
tours to Europe was a keen traveller and wrote
about such places as Chichen Itza in Mexico. He
shared a keen fascination of platforms on the
pyramids which appear to have inspired the
stepped base of the Sydney Opera House.
The significant architects listed towards the end
of this guide highlight many new outstanding
architects including perhaps lessor known today,
3 yet all achieving spectacular results.

So together, we hope you enjoy this tour of a
lifetime, listen to great stories, capture memorable
moments and trust that we may share those with
each and everyone on the tour.
Bon Voyage

Malcolm n’ Jim

Malcolm Carver Tour Leader

Jim Webber Tour Director
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World Trade Center Hub

2018

Santiago Calatrava

Saana’s

This new transportation hub, a permanent facility for Lower
Manhattan, is located immediately to the east of the original
World Trade Centre Twin Towers. The project replaces the
original Port Authority Trans-Hudson (PATH) rail system that
was destroyed on September 11, 2001. In addition to serving
the Port Authority and Trans-Hudson (PATH) commuter trains,
the building also connects to New York City subway trains to
provide seamless, indoor pedestrian access to Brookfield
Place, towers 1, 2, 3 and 4, as well as the new Fulton Street
Transit Center; and creates an inspiring, light-filled public
gathering place. A Westfield Retail Shopping Centre is the
major tenant.
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Residential SC 56 Leonard St

2017

Herzog & de Meuron
Most skyscrapers are extruded forms for simple geometry
with notoriety coming from how many storeys all competing
with each other. Whilst HdM’s slender tower predominantly
extrudes from a square form it defies the norm with a
fragmented stepped complex crown at the top creating 10
unique penthouses framing breathtaking views of NYC. The
top is its most endearing, though from the inside might well be
unsettling to some. This residential tower might push the
expression, of ‘living on the edge’ but also to acknowledge the
bravery of those who built it. The form may also pose future
practicality/diﬃculty issues in accessibility for maintenance.
There may well be a price for bravery?

3

Gallery 257 The Bowery

2016

Foster + Partners
Sperone Westwater is one of New York’s leading galleries, with
a roster of major international artists. The relocation of such an
established commercial gallery from West 13th Street to the
Bowery in Manhattan’s Lower East Side, an area once known
for its kitchen equipment shops, represents a significant
milestone in the district’s reinvention as an artistic hub. This new
building is both a response to the Bowery’s dynamic urban
character and a desire to rethink the way in which the viewer
traditionally engages with art in the context of a gallery.This new
building, on a narrow 7.6m wide site, is both a response to the
Bowery’s dynamic urban character and a desire to rethink the
way in which the viewer traditionally engages with art in the
context of a gallery.
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New Museum of Contemporary Art 2007

Saana
A few doors from Gallery 257 is a precious addition to the ‘art
landmarks’ of NYC. This project oﬀers a minimal, simple and
high tech design which consists of four public galleries on the
first four floors, which have free and flexible spaces for
exhibitions, an auditorium in the basement, an education centre,
oﬃces and a multi-purpose room at the upper floors. The
architects explain “that by shifting the boxes, all galleries get
natural illumination, combined with artificial…with an almostentirely white interior that is a necessity for the contemporary
art,” Another leading architect, OMA is presently designing an
adjoining gallery to complement the NMCA. Video
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The Shed

Diller Scofidio + Renfro.

2019

The base of an 85 storey office development known as Fifteen
Hudson Yards adjoins the successful linear urban park, The
High Line. The Shed is the new Performing Arts Centre across
all disciplines, for all audiences. The Shed’s shell can physically
transform to support artists’ most ambitious ideas. Its eight-level
base building includes two levels of gallery space; a 2700 seat
hall, a theatre, a rehearsal space, a creative lab for local artists,
and a skylit event space. The iconic space for large-scale
performances, installations, and events, is formed when The
Shed’s telescoping outer shell is able to expand and contract,
deployed from over the base building and glides along rails onto
the adjoining plaza. seeitmove
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The High Line Walk + Highlights + Spur

2009

Diller Scofidio + Renfro (DS+RN)
The High Line is a 2.4km long public park built on an
abandoned elevated railroad. Inspired by the ruin, nature has
reclaimed a once vital piece of urban infrastructure, the new
park interprets its inheritance. It translates the biodiversity that
took root after it fell into ruin in a string of site–specific urban
micro-climates along the stretch of railway that include sunny
and sheltered spaces. The Spur, the last section connects the
park with Hudson Yards. It features a large-scale plaza for
public programming and art, areas for seating, and two
oversized planters of a woodland environment. Our tour will also
include an optional lift or 2500 step walk up into The Vessel, the
latest NYC landmark by architect, Thomas Heatherwick
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40 Tenth Avenue

Studio Gang

2019

An office building with an elevated piazza has faceted, gem-like
corners in the facades adjoining The High Line. The building
benefits the important public green space of the adjoining High
Line—privileging light, fresh air, and river views to the public
park—while also becoming a new iconic silhouette on the New
York skyline.
The design advances Studio Gang’s “solar carving” strategy for
enhancing connectivity in tall buildings to public space.
Developed through the Studio’s ongoing tall building research,
solar carving involves using incident angles of the sun’s rays to
sculpt a building’s form.
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The X1 Twisting Towers

BIG

2020

Another spectacular development connected to The High Line is
the X1 Twisting Towers by the Danish firm BIG. With the Hudson
River to the west, and the High Line and the rest of Manhattan
unfolding to the east, BIG's primary concern was that the two
towers do not block each other's views of either.
Therefore, both are shaped asymmetrically so that they twist out
of the way. "It becomes almost like a dance, or a mutual
courtesy, between the two towers," BIG founder Ingels says
"Rather than ignore each other, they almost care for each other
and enhance each other's situations.” One 26 and other 36
storey buildings comprise low rise commercial office space with
a hotel and residential apartments above. The low rise base
matches the scale of warehouses and the retail, restaurants
activate
the outdoor space of The Highline.
5
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Metal Shutter Houses

Shigeru Ban

2011

The Metal Shutter Houses, designed by the renowned Japanese
architect Shigeru Ban are located on the south side of West 19th
Street, between 10th and 11th Avenues in West Chelsea’s art
gallery district, steps away from The High Line and the Hudson
River.There are 8 duplex apartments in the 11 storey building
which adjoins the Frank Gehry-designed IAC Headquarters and
Jean Nouvel’s 100 11th is across the street. Low-profile
warehouse buildings throughout the neighbourhood allow for
long city views, including the Empire State building. Ban said
“the variable façade with use of unusual materials and mobility of
parts, is inspired by the simplicity of traditional Japanese
architecture as well as the lines of international modernism”.
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The New Whitney Museum
Renzo Piano

2015

The original Whitney was located in Madison Avenue, designed
by Marcel Breuer, in 1966. At the time, its collection numbered
some 2,000 pieces of 20th-century American art, so its nearly
100-fold expansion needed space to flourish. The new museum
is situated in New York’s vibrant Meatpacking District. Fronting
onto Gansevoort Street, the site lies between the Hudson and
the High Line, Manhattan’s recently completed elevated urban
park, built on a disused elevated spur of the 1930s New York
Central Railroad.Clad in pale blue-grey steel panels, the eightstorey building is powerfully asymmetrical, with the bulk of the
full-height museum to the west, Hudson-side, with tiers of lighter
terraces and glazed walkways stepping down to the High Line.
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529 West 28th St

Zaha Hadid

2016

The Zaha Hadid project in Chelsea, has 39 unique residences
and a collection of residential amenities, the building sports
Hadid’s signature fluid style inside and out. The condominium
was initially unveiled in 2013, and Hadid worked with Ismael
Leyva Architects on its design. The building is situated near the
High Line, Hudson Yards, and many of Chelsea’s famed
contemporary art galleries and restaurants. Its dramatic exterior
takes the form of a chevron pattern that’s formed by a staggered
arrangement of windows and balconies, each of which were
specially engineered and fabricated for the building’s envelope.
The metal elements of the facade were handcrafted to evoke
Chelsea’s industrial heritage. Inside, residents enjoy access to a
state-of-the-art fitness centre, an IMAX theatre, automated
storage system, and robotic parking. valet, among other
amenities.
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425 Park Avenue. Foster+ Partners

2017

The 42 storey office tower at 425 Park Avenue, stands alongside
Modernist icons by Mies van der Rohe, Eero Saarinen and Philip
Johnson, and was conceived as a flexible, enduring new
skyscraper to one of New York City’s most celebrated streets
The first set back – a characteristic feature of high-rise design in
New York – corresponds with the datum of the street. The
second set back develops this theme, physically and
symbolically setting the upper levels apart from the rest of the
city’s office towers.Between each volume, the office floors are
intersected by dramatic triple-height sky gardens. Offering the
prized amenity of open space in the heart of Manhattan, with
bars, cafes, facilities for meetings and conferences, the 10.6mhigh levels function as urban squares in a vertical city.
6
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Nike New York HQ Studios Architecture 2018

New York City is raw, never finished, and constantly reinventing
itself. Nike is innovation, with an unrelenting drive to exceed
expectations and inspire all athletes.
So what do New York City and Nike have in common? Both are
bold, vibrant and constantly breaking new ground. The
connection is now further entrenched with Nike’s East Coast
headquarters complete The six floor 14,000 sqm space includes
a massive indoor basketball court, varied workspaces, a handtagged food truck, VIP and workout spaces, a Nike heritage
inspired VW van, and a 90-foot long sedum planted Swoosh on
the rooftop terrace. (SA)
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Vagelos Education Centre

DS+RN

2016

This 10,000 square-meter Roy and Diana Vagelos Education
Center is part of the Columbia University Medical Center. The
building reflects a paradigm shift in medical education from
passive, lecture-based instruction to team-based problem
solving, while simultaneously responding to the site’s narrow
footprint and tapered zoning envelope. In contrast to the
traditional, institutional nature of medical education buildings—
characterised by low-slung ceilings, densely-packed programs,
and double-loaded corridors.
The 14-story glass tower extends campus activity along the
south elevation of the building. These include a wide array of
spaces, including terraces, a stepped lounge, individual study
spaces, and a 275-seat auditorium.
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Apartments W57 VIA 57 West St

BIG. 2016

Facing the Hudson River on a corner site overlooking the Hudson
Park at 57th Street on Manhattan's West Side, the VIA 57 West ‘
includes 709 rental properties and 142 units that qualify as
affordable housing.
Described by the architect as a ‘Courtscraper’ This impressive,
unusually shaped tetrahedral form of a 87,330 sqm complex
comprises varying size apartments ranging from studios to fourbedroom units.
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Rose Centre for Earth & Space

2000

James Polshek
The new building consists of a six-story high glass cube
enclosing a 27 m diameter illuminated sphere that appears to
float — although it is actually supported by truss work. The
architect referred to this work as a "cosmic cathedral". The
Museum buildings, are regarded as some of Manhattan's most
outstanding recent architectural additions. Also located in the
facility is the Department of Astrophysics, and Polshek also
designed the 170 m2 Weston Pavilion, a 13 m high transparent
structure of "water white" glass along the Museum's west
facade. This structure, offers a new entry way to the Museum as
well as opening further exhibition space for astronomically
related objects.The facility encloses 31,000sqm of space as well
as the
7 Hayden planetarium.
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432 Park Avenue

Rafael Vinoly.

2015

There has been a wave of new super tall slender skyscrapers
built recently in New York. 432 Park is the tallest residential
skyscraper in NYC so far, that overlooks Central Park. It
features 125 condominium apartments. According to objectors,
the thin towers cast shadows that stretch 1.2 kilometres on
portions of Central Park. The planning issue appears to be ‘air
rights’ purchased from owners of short buildings enable
developers to add storeys under no obligation to seek city or
community approval nor environmental studies to build to these
unprecedented heights. There are breaks in the tower form
which allow for deflection of wind pressures and help the 425m
tall building, with its 1:15 slenderness ratio, achieve structural
stability.
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Beth Shalom Frank Lloyd Wright

1959

Beth Shalom is the only synagogue designed by FLW. Beth
Sholom is Hebrew for House of Peace.The building is a startling,
translucent, modernist evocation of an ancient temple. The
glazed glass pyramidal tower, reflects two dominant metaphors
—the tent and the mountain—to convey the sense of a collective
sacredness.The Mayan Revival style building is layered with
symbolism. Its angular mountain-like profile and the purposeful
ramps leading to the main sanctuary are suggestive of the
ascent to Mount Sinai. The roof’s three ridges display abstract
representations of seven-branched Menorahs, while the entry’s
canopy geometrically symbolises the hands of a rabbi joined to
pronounce the benediction.
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Comcast Innovation and Technology

2018

Foster + Partners
The Centre at 341m is Philadelphia’s tallest building. The tower
is vertically stepped, with loft-like work spaces and state-of-theart television studios for NBC at the base, and a 12-storey hotel
above. At an urban scale, the project is conceived as a
welcoming addition to the neighbourhood, integrated with its
start-up businesses, shops, bars and restaurants. The LEED
Platinum design takes advantage of the city’s pleasant spring,
summer and autumn to introduce daylight and provide
protection from the harsh winter. The scheme incorporates
chilled beams and the building’s structure and podium shelter
the outdoor spaces, protecting ComcastPlaza from westerly and
north-westerly winds.
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Centre for Nanotechnology
Weiss/Manfredi

2013

Built for the University of Pennsylvania the facility houses
several multi-user experimental laboratories critical to advanced
research and development in nanotechnology. In addition to the
laboratory spaces, the building features a courtyard, public
galleria, a forum space and three contemporary conference
rooms. Both the University and Philadelphia have a tradition of
organising buildings around open quads. Laboratory buildings
are typically organised around a central corridor and afford little
public space. The Center for Nanotechnology focuses the
laboratories around a central quad, opening the Sciences to the
University landscape and providing a new indoor/outdoor open
space for interaction.
8
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1200 Intrepid

BIG

2015

BIG has completed a 4 storey office facility of 8500 sqm in the
Philadelphia Navy Yard . Bjarke Ingels, says the building's
design was influenced by the "encounter between Robert
Stern's masterplan of rectangular city blocks and James
Corner's iconic, circular Central Green Park". It also draws
references to the curved bows of battleships docked nearby.
The main facade consists of a precast concrete wall that curves
inward. The sculpted form responds to the "shock wave" of the
park's circular running track, activity areas and planting
vignettes – all of which ripple outward "like rings in water to
invade the building's footprint".At its core is a large atrium,
which was conceived as a periscope that would project views of
the water into the building.
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Dulles International Airport

1962

Eero Saarinen
Known for his innovative, sculptural forms used throughout both
architecture and furniture designs, Eero Saarinen includes
these same curving and organic forms in the TWA Terminal as
well as in the Dulles International Airport on the outskirts of
Washington D.C. His designs for the St. Louis Gateway Arch
and for the TWA terminal at JFK Airport demonstrated his take
on modernism – departing from the stark, even foreboding,
rectilinear forms of modernism. His monumental, yet minimalist,
terminal – constructed of glass, steel, and concrete, with a
catenary curve roof supported by cables – still provides an
open, airy, yet still contemporary today. The design influenced a
mid-century wave of sensual, expressive modern forms.
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Pope-Leighey House Frank Lloyd Wright 1938

The Pope-Leighey House, is modest in size at only 1,200 square
feet. Bounded by the humble budget of the Pope family, who
commissioned the house from Wright in 1939, this structure
nonetheless exhibits the distinct features characteristic of his
formidable vision and style.
The architectural element of compression and release, the
cantilevered roofs, and the windows that open to the outside create
an immediate interaction with the surrounding landscape. They
also create a sensation of spaciousness and allow plenty of
sunlight into the home. This Usonian house seems to reach far
beyond its square footage and exudes the cleverness and comfort
of true mid-century design.
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Smithsonian Space Museum

HOK

2003

The Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center is an extension of the
Smithsonian’s original National Air and Space Museum also
designed by HOK on the National Mall. The building provides a
museum-quality environment for historic aviation and space
artefacts and an interactive experience celebrating the
excitement of air travel and space exploration. The Centre
consists of two large display hangars highlighting thousands of
aerospace artefacts—the larger one for aviation (complete with
an artificial sky) and the other for space (with a darker ceiling).
Configured like an airport terminal, with a “land side” and an “air
side,” the 10-story aviation space features air- and spacecraft
suspended from 21 arching steel trusses In the aviation hangar,
visitors can use 2 elevated observation areas to see the planes.
9
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East Wing National Gallery of Art I M Pei 1978

The East Wing of the NGA provides two additional spaces for the
permanent collection and temporary exhibitions, as well as a
new centre for research in the history of art.The new building
had to fit on an irregularly shaped, trapezoidal site; to conform to
the monumental scale of the Mall; and harmonise with the
classic West Building, (1941). The trapezoidal site was sliced
into two triangles — one for each function — with a triangular
atrium unifying the whole. The skylit atrium is the hub of
circulation and orientation.In plan, section and elevation, the
interlocking volumes merge inseparably in a spatial dialogue of
rigorous geometry, technical innovation and fine craftsmanship.
The new and old buildings are functionally united into an
integrated whole by an underground tunnel animated by
prismatic skylights, a water-wall, a restaurant and other services.
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Eisenhower Memorial

Frank Gehry

2020

The Memorial has been positioned at the centre of Eisenhower
Square, a 2 ha urban park located at the base of Capitol Hill. It
is hoped that the memorial will be completed in time to
commemorate the 75th anniversary of VE day on May 8, 2020
“This project has been an enormous honour for me, both
professionally and personally,” explained Frank Gehry. ‘“I was
16 years old when Eisenhower defeated the Nazis and led
America to victory in WWII. I had lost 33 members of my family
in the camps, so his victory was all the more meaningful to me.
his leadership in peacetime was as inspiring. He led the country
with strength, but also with great humanity and humility. I hope
that these values are captured in the memorial, and that it will
be a place to honour and to learn from one of the greatest
heroes that the world has ever known”.

27.

African American History Museum
Sir David Adjaye

2016

A Smithsonian Institution located on the National Mall and winner
of the Beazley Design of the Year 2017 a project that both
epitomised exciting and impactful design, and also capturing the
spirit of the year,” said jury member David Rowan. “it does that
beautifully: not only is this a striking and already iconic structure
at the heart of America's capital, but it's the realisation of an
entire century of planning, rejection, political opposition and
finally collaborative execution. But the building, opened by
Barack Obama in September 2016, is also a powerful reminder
that design enables a diverse conversation and can challenge
the dominant political discourse. We felt that, in the context of
today's strident American debate on race and identity, Adjaye's
achievement represented optimism.”

28
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The Kogod Courtyard SAAM

2007

Foster+Partners
The enclosure of the building’s grand central courtyard was
prompted by a desire to transform the Smithsonian’s galleries
and provide the Institution with one of the largest event spaces
in Washington.The redesign included the refit of galleries with
contemporary interactive displays, the addition of a conservation
laboratory, an auditorium and greatly increased exhibition space.
Visitors can enter the surrounding galleries from the courtyard,
and out of museum hours the space regularly hosts a variety of
social events, including concerts and public performances. The
fluid-form, fully glazed roof canopy develops structural and
environmental themes first explored in the design of the roof of
the Great Court at the British Museum, bathing the courtyard
with natural light.

WASHINGTON/ TAMPA
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Washington War Memorials

Mayo Lin+ 1982

At the age of just 21 and whilst a student at Yale, Maya Lin won
the design competition for the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. The
memorial went on to become among the most recognisable
designs in the world, and heralded a sea change for memorial
design, breaking with classical conventions and dramatically
changing the discourse of a typology. An awesome experience
with deep significance to many. The Korean War memorial 1995
is quite different to Lin’s concept and made of many parts with
many figures reflecting and honouring those who died during
the 3 year conflict. Both memorials will be visited at night to
appreciate their sites, the peacefulness and calm with maybe
less visitors. Both memorials reflect on the tragedy of war.
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Florida Polytechnic SIT Campus

1938

Santiago Calatrava
The Innovation, Science and Technology Building, rising above
the natural canopy of oak trees, is located at the northwest head
of the central lake. The building is an an iconic symbol of the
university; visible from Interstate 4 and Polk Parkway, as well as
from the campus entry, which is located south of the central
lake. The lake offers not only an opportunity for architectural
expression, but it is also the primary storm water retention, as
well as storage vessel for site irrigation. This ecologically
sensitive response to the environment is a valuable polytechnic
educational tool. In addition to the classrooms, laboratories,
administration offices and common spaces, the two-story
structure will also feature a large amphitheater that can be used
for hosting exhibitions, lectures and graduation ceremonies.
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Florida Southern College

2011

Frank Lloyd Wright
54 years after the death of Frank Lloyd Wright, Florida Southern
College, home to the largest collection of ten Frank Lloyd Wright
buildings in the world, opened another structure designed by the
famed architect. Originally called the Usonian house, it was
envisioned as a professor's home in 1939 but wasn't built until
2011 using plans left by Wright.
The William Danforth Chapel, was the second chapel Wright
designed for FSC, and is the only use of leaded glass on the
campus. It was completed in 1955. This chapel is similar to
Wright`s design for the Unitarian Church, Shorewood Hills,
Wisconsin, completed in 1947. Wright completed the award
winning Guggenheim Museum just one year later in 1956.
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Norton Museum of Art. Foster+ Partners 2019

The new Norton Museum of Art expansion by Foster + Partners
has celebrated its grand opening in West Palm Beach, Florida.
Two years after the ceremonial groundbreaking, the museum will
open its doors to the public and showcase a new street frontage
with a transparent entrance lobby. The plan preserves the
institution's original 1941 east wing and the logic of architect
Marion Sims Wyeth's initial plan. The project aimed to transform
the existing buildings into a world-class cultural destination
within a sub-tropical garden.

11
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Art Deco

Aranda/Lasch

2015

Art Deco is the inspiration for this commercial building in Miami.
Located in the city's new Design District, the building houses
Tom Ford, Lanvin, and Omega stores. Miami’s historic
architecture is defined by the Art Deco movement from the
1920s to the 1940s where bold geometric motifs shape the city’s
landmarks.Inspired by the pleated Art Deco patterns found in its
architecture and fashion, the building is given a texture that
seeks to revisit the exuberance and ornament of Miami’s golden
era. The concrete facade is created from a tiling of fibreglass
panels. The pleated ripple of the facade fans out above the
street creating recessed coffers for the stores.Lighting
integrated into the panel joints creates a scattered pattern of
light across the facade. This pattern subtly fluctuates through
several programmed sequences at night

34

111 Lincoln Road Herzog & de Meuron 2010

The project includes 300 parking spots, eleven shops and three
restaurants at ground level, with further shopping on the fifth
floor, another restaurant on the roof, and luxury residences.This
mixed use project built at the corner of Alton and Lincoln, one of
the most active pedestrian areas in the city, Parking takes a
central space in this building, with one of the best views ever
seen from a parking space. Jacques Herzog stated that this
building reinterprets the essence of Tropical Modernism, and it
somehow reminds him of the modern movement in Brazil, with
raw structures providing shade, while containing smaller
enclosing sub-elements. The slabs stand over a set of irregular
columns, giving a sense of a precarious equilibrium. These
columns cast shadows, giving more character to the facade.
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New World Centre

Frank Gehry

2011

Part of the New World Symphony America's Orchestral
Academy, the music education and performance facility is the
first purpose-built home for the New World Symphony.
The New World Center campus is a unique musical laboratory
for generating new ideas about the way music is taught,
experienced and presented.
The rectangular shaped white building expresses Gehry’s well
known bends and folds within its interior – glimpses of which are
visible through the main entrance east facade 80 foot high glass
curtain wall.
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The Grove @ Grand Bay. BIG

2014

The 20-storey towers have been constructed on the site of the
former Grand Bay Hotel, one of Miami's most prestigious
attractions during the 1980s and early 1990s. The two similar
towers include a total of 96 apartments and both will feature
balconies wrapping the exterior walls, offering residents views
across the bay. Behind the balconies, the buildings will have
floor-to-ceiling windows for each apartment.

12

BIG's founding architect Bjarke Ingels explained: "Miami has
developed a contemporary condominium vernacular that
combines brise soleil style balcony shading with floor-to-ceiling
windows in order to best enjoy the panoramic water views of the
area. We have elaborated on these indigenous elements and
continue the evolution of the local condominium architecture."

MIAMI / MEXICO
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Perez Art Museum Herzog & de Meuron 2013

Taking over from the MAAM Museum, PAMM accommodates
3000 square-metres of galleries within a sprawling three-storey
complex that features a huge elevated veranda, boxy concrete
structures and large expanses of glazing. Designed to suit the
tropical climate of Miami, the veranda, which in time will be filled
with plants, is raised up on stilts to surround the building,
creating an intermediate space between the galleries and the
surrounding city.
“This building is just like a shelter," said Jacques Herzog. "A roof
just like the floor we stand on, under which volumes are
assembled to collect, to expose and to show art."
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87 Park St North Beach

Renzo Piano

2020

Whilst South Beach has been the highly sought after location
now North Beach has become the biggest attention grabber
with 87 Park, scheduled to open this year. It is the first US major
residential condominium by Renzo Piano. The building’s
developer, Terra, is donating $10 million to help redesign the
adjoining park.
Piano’s glass tower has 68 apartments, and are priced from $2 $20 million and run from 100 to 500 sqm. Most of the
apartments that sold and buyers include the tennis player
Novak Djokovic. Work by other signature architects like Cesar
Pelli are also highly sought after in Miami. Video
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Mayan Ruins Chichen Itza

One of the many wonders of the lost Mayan civilisation, built to
awe, the pyramid known as El Castillo has become the towering
icon of Chichén Itzá. Jorn Utzon, the Danish architect of the
Sydney Opera House wrote "The platform as an architectural
element is a fascinating feature. I first fell in love with Mexico on a
study trip in 1949, where I found many variations, both in size and
idea, of the platform, and where many of the platforms are alone
without anything but the surrounding nature. All the platforms
in Mexico were positioned and formed with great sensitivity to the
natural surroundings and always with a profound underlying idea. A
great strength radiates from them. The feeling under your feet is
the same as the firmness you experience when standing on a large
rock. The Opera House competition won by Utzon has a base
platform supporting the shells. Read More

40. Hotel Grand Hyatt Playa Del Carmen Cancun 2015
Sordo Madaleno Arquitectos

As one of the fastest-growing tourist destinations in the Mexican
Caribbean, the paradise-like Playa del Carmen makes a great leap
forward with the development of this Hotel in the heart of Playa del
Carmen. It is located on an irregular site that slopes down to the
sea, with a 140-meter beachfront and a significant area of natural
mangrove to be preserved.
A series of studies of distribution, land use and protection of the
natural area led to the development of an architectural program
divided into three blocks. Each block is designed with a different
intention and purpose to generate a wide range of sensations,
routes and experiences for guests or visitors.
13

HAVANA CUBA
41

Fidel Castro's School of Ballet

1961

Ricardo Porro Architect +2
A grand vision to build a National School of Arts to educate
Cubans in ballet, art, dance, music and drama commenced in
1961. Though great vision was shown before the Cuban crisis of
1963 Porro’s school of dane was the only part completed and
occupied. Politics took over and the country moved towards the
USSR’s more utilitarian style. The curved sensuous buildings
became viewed as extravagant, elitist and indulgent. Having
fallen into disrepair attempts to rescue or rebuild through World
heritage organisation have failed to kick start the restoration.
Trees have now begun to take over and the dream of the 3
creative architects to design something unique…so kinetic and
a 3 dimensional complex has diminished. Perhaps the only
example in Cuba to build a modernist building which has failed.

42

Walking Tour of Architecture in Old Havana

Havana, once a major sea power in the Caribbean, still retains
an aura of royalty and splendour. On this walk and we will
explore the architectural landmarks of the city and see mixtures
of all the styles that have dominated major civilisations in the
past several hundred years. The best preserved colonial city in
the Western hemisphere with a myriad of narrow lanes with
mansions and palm edged squares. Much of Havana has never
had so much as a coat of paint in the past 60 years, the
plumbing also seems pitiful. Yet the patina on walls, doors and
windows is amazing though showing dirt and neglect. Spots of
vibrant colour on balconies, shutters and banners, plus cluttered
and haphazard wiring, all bring an unbelievable character to this
extraordinary and exciting part of this city. Article on Havana

43

Hotel Ambos Mundos, Old Havana

Hotel Ambos Mundos was built in the roaring ‘20s, over a century
after other colonial residences and aristocratic palaces were built
in similar styles. Whilst the hotel offers only average
accommodation in a prime location, it is famous for being one of
many residences rented by author Ernest Hemingway where
many books were written. His habit of writing his variable weight
gain on the wall is also evident.His room has been left, museum
like, as it was for him.
However the drawcard is the top floor restaurant for the rooftop
view over Havana and the lobby bar at ground level that attracts
an all afternoon cavalcade of wandering jazz minstrels constantly
jamming in the lounge, for the cost of a drink or two. Video
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Orientation Night Tour Havana

The nightlife in Havana is rich and diverse. Clubs and cabarets
are an important part of this city. Havana has a lot to offer - from
the famous cabaret Tropicana to the simplest but authentic
cabarets. Take a sip of rum and enjoy a show, or go to a
Western-style bar and dance until dawn. Feel enticed by the
rhythms of Rumba and Bolero - these are some of choices
available to you here in Havana
We begin in the pre-revolution courtyard of the Hotel Nacional
de Cuba to experience the decadence of life as it was, The
entertainment and sport of people watching is well worth the
cost of a cocktail. From there we will enjoy some of the sights of
an evening in Havana that has no noise or alcohol restrictions.
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SIGNIFICANT ARCHITECTS
1

Jeanne Gang (1964)

2

David Adjaye (1966-)

An American architect and the founder and leader of Studio Gang (1997), an
architecture and urban design practice, internationally renowned for the Aqua
Tower and Vista Tower in Chicago.Gang is recognised as one of the most
prominent architects of her generation and is known for an interdisciplinary design
process that explores relationships between individuals, communities, and
environments. Video

Sir David Adjaye OBE is recognised as a leading architect of his generation. Adjaye
was born in Tanzania to Ghanaian parents and his influences range from
contemporary art, music and science to African art forms and the civic life of cities.
In 1994, he set up his first office, where his ingenious use of materials and his
sculptural ability established him as an architect with an artist’s sensibility and vision.
The firm now has offices in London, New York and Accra with world wide projects in
the US, UK, Europe, Africa, Asia and the Middle East. The African American
Museum in Washington has been awarded the AIA Medal of Honour 2019 and he
was named in Time’s list of 100 Most Influential People in 2013 Video

3

Bjarke Ingels (1974- )

Is a Danish architect, founder and creative partner of Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG).
They are a Copenhagen and New York based group of architects, designers, and
builders operating within the fields of architecture, urbanism, research and
development for buildings that defy convention while incorporating sustainable
development principles and bold sociological concepts. The office is currently
involved in a large number of projects throughout Europe, North America, Asia and
the Middle East. The firm have an impressive ‘Two World Trade Centre’ skyscraper
in design and has completed a Spiral skyscraper in Midtown west NYC. Video

4

Santiago Calatrava (1951- )

A Spanish architect, structural engineer, sculptor and painter, particularly known for
his bridges supported by single leaning pylons, and his railway stations, stadiums,
and museums, whose sculptural forms often resemble living organisms. known for
his gleaming white, sky-high designs—has captivated the globe with soaring
structural feats. Perhaps his most captivating building has been the Milwaukee Art
Museum with an opening roof structure and more recently the WTC Transportation
Hub in New York.
He was awarded the AIA Gold Medal in 2005 Video
5
Diller Scofidio + Renfro DS+R. (- )
A leading design studio that integrates architecture, the visual arts, and the
performing arts. Based in New York, DS+R was founded in 1981 by Elizabeth Diller
and Ricardo Scofidio. In 2009, Diller was selected by Time Magazine as one of the
100 Most Influential People in the World. Projects include: the Museum of Modern
Art (MoMA) Expansion in NYC; The Broad, a major modern art museum in Los
Angeles. The firm has received numerous awards and in 1999 the Macarthur
Foundation recognised their commitment to integrating architecture with issues of
contemporary culture. Video web wiki,

6

Norman Foster. (1935-)

One of Britain's most prolific architects of his generation and one who can truly say
is an internationally acclaimed architect having built in every major country.
Significant landmark structures include Wembley Stadium and the ‘Gherkin’, in
London. In 1999 he was awarded the 1999 Pritzker Architecture Prize. In 1994 he
received the USA AIA Gold Medal. Article Video
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SIGNIFICANT ARCHITECTS
7
Frank Gehry (1929-)
Is a Canadian American architect based in Los Angeles. His buildings, have become
tourist attractions and are cited as being among the most important works of
contemporary architecture in the 2010 World Architecture Survey, which led Vanity
Fair to label him as "the most important architect of our age"
Gehry won the Pritzker Prize in 1989 for the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao,
Disney Concert Hall LA, and after 8 Spruce Street in New York City. Most recently,
Gehry has combined sensuous curving forms with complex deconstructive massing
eg. Louis Vuitton Museum in Paris Web GB Quotes Video

8

Zaha Hadid. (1951-2016 )

In her lifetime, architect, fashion designer and artist Zaha Hadid became one of the
most renown architects for the sensuous curved forms for which she was known,
Despite her early death the projects now being completed such as Beijing
International Airport, 2019 by her office without her, continue to push both creative
and technology boundaries. Hadid was the first woman to be awarded architecture’s
highest honour, the Pritzker Prize, 2004. In 2016 she also become the first female
recipient of the RIBA’s Royal Gold Medal. Their latest building is Morpheus Hotel in
Macau. Vogue Website AD AD2. Video
9

Herzog & de Meuron

Herzog & de Meuron was founded in Basel in 1978 and awarded the Pritzker Prize
2001. Architecture critic and Pritzker juror Ada Louise Huxtable summarised HdM's
approach concisely: "They refine the traditions of modernism to elemental simplicity,
while transforming materials and surfaces through the exploration of new treatments
and techniques." In 2006, The New York Times Magazine called them "one of the
most admired architecture firms in the world”. They are known for the Beijing
National Stadium, Tate Gallery in London and their 60 storey skyscraper stack in
NYC. GB. AD DB Arch Digest Video

10

HOK

Bill Hellmuth is the Chairman and CEO of HOK, formerly Hellmuth, Obata +
Kassabaum. HOK is an American worldwide design, architecture, engineering and
urban planning firm, founded in 1955. As of 2018, HOK is the largest U.S.-based
architecture-engineering firm with offices in over 25 cities in the US, Europe and
Asia. HOK’s global projects include hospitals, commercial office buildings,
museums, airport terminals and an extensive range of sporting facilities. They have
been acknowledged with numerous awards for design excellence throughout the
world. Web Video

11

I M Pei (1917-2019 )

Born China, moved to USA where he studied under Gropius and Breuer, began
practice New York 1955. His architecture is identifiable through its strict geometries
– combinations of circles, squares and triangles. Notable buildings in his career
include the Louvre Building in Paris, Bank of China Hong Kong, Museum of Islamic
Art. Qatar, Miho Museum Kyoto, Kennedy Library and National Gallery USA. Awards
include AIA Gold Medal in 1979, the Pritzker Prize in 1983, and the RIBA’s Gold
Medal for Architecture 2010 Video

12

Renzo Piano. (1937- )

Renzo Piano is a man whose work is reinventing architecture in projects scattered
around the world—from a Mixed Use Tower in Sydney, to the mile-long Kansai Air
Terminal on a man-made island in Osaka Bay, Japan, to the master plan for the
reconstruction of Potsdamer Platz in Berlin or the Beyeler Foundation Museum in
Basel, Switzerland and The ‘Shard’ in London. Renzo Piano’s projects include every
building type. He was awarded the Pritzker Prize in 1998 and the AIA Gold Medal
2008, web. GB Video
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SIGNIFICANT ARCHITECTS
13

James Polshek (1930-)

Polshek won the AIA Gold Medal in 2018 and founded Polshek Partnership, in 2005.
He counts the six-storey-high glass Rose Center for Earth and Space at New York's
American Museum of Natural History, and the Clinton Presidential Center in
Arkansas among his portfolio of work.
The American architect is known for his socially conscious works – his restoration
and renovation of New York's Carnegie Hall in 1987 was "coupled with a heavy dose
of advocacy" to protect landmark buildings. Video
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SANAA

Kazuyo Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa

SANAA is an architectural firm based in Tokyo, founded in 1995, they were awarded
the Pritzker prize in 2010. notable works include the Toledo Museum of Art's glass
pavilion in Toledo, Ohio; the new museum of contemporary art in New York; the
Rolex learning centre at the EPFL in Lausanne; the serpentine pavilion in London;
the Christian Dior building in Omotesandō, Tokyo; the 21st century museum of
contemporary art in Kanazawa; and the Louvre-lens Museum in France. Video
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Eero Saarinen (1910 - 1961)

16

Rafael Vinoli (1944)

Saarinen is considered one of the masters of American 20th-century architecture.
He was both an architect and product designer famous for his varying style of
simple, sweeping and arching structural curves. Son of Eliel Saarinen, a great
Finnish architect he achieved exceptional acclaim in his relatively short life. He was
on the jury who awarded the Sydney Opera House to Jorn Utzon in 1959.
Renowned for his TWA Terminal at Washington Dulles International Airport 1962
and the Gateway Arch in St Louis Missouri. He was awarded the AIA Gold Medal
posthumously in 1962
Wiki Bio Video

Vinoly was born in Montevideo, Uruguay and grew up and was educated in
Argentina. He attended the University of Buenos Aires, receiving a Diploma in
Architecture in 1968 and a Master of Architecture from the School of Architecture and
Urbanism in 1969
He founded the firm Rafael Viñoly Architects PC in 1983. His first major project was
the John Jay College of Criminal Justice. His practice has completed numerous
projects all over the world including the the Tokyo Forum and now the luxury super
tall 96 storey residential tower in NYC Video
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Weiss/Manfredi

is a multidisciplinary New York City-based design practice that combines landscape,
architecture, infrastructure and art. Marion Weiss and Michael Manfredi met in the
late 1980s while working for Mitchel Giurgola Architects. Their Museum of the Earth
was built in Ithaca, New York and completed in 2003 and in 2004 they won an
American Institute of Architects (AIA) Excellence in Design Award and the AIA Gold
Medal Honour & the 2018 Presidents Award
Wiki. Web. Video
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Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959 )

An American architect, who believed in designing structures that were in harmony with
humanity and its environment, a philosophy he called organic architecture. This
philosophy was best exemplified by Fallingwater (1935), which has been called "the best
all-time work of American architecture”. His work includes original and innovative
examples of many building types, Wright was recognised in 1991 by the American
Institute of Architects as "the greatest American architect of all time" His only international
projects were in Japan and he was a great collector of Japanese woodblock prints. Video
17

PROJECT LIST
No Project
Location
New York
1 WTC Transportation Hub
New York
2 Residential SC 56 Leonard St
New York
3 Gallery 257 The Bowery*
4 New Museum Contemporary Art* New York
New York
5 The Shed #
6 The High Line + Highlights + Spur New York
New York
7 40 Tenth Avenue
New York
8 The X1 Twisting Towers
New York
9 Apartment Building
New York
10 New Whitney Museum
New York
11 529 East 28th St
New York
12 425 Park Avenue
New York
13 Nike New York HQ
New York
14 Vagelos Education Centre
New York
15 W57 VIA 57 West St
New York
16 Rose Centre for Earth & Space*
New York
17 432 Park Avenue
Elkins Park
18 Beth Shalom
19 Comcast Innovation and TechnologyPhiladelphia
20 Singh Centre for Nanotechnology Philadelphia
Philadelphia
21 1200 Intrepid
Chantilly
22 Dulles International Airport
Mt Vernon
23 Pope-Leighey House
Washington
24 Smithsonian Space Museum
25 East Wing National Gallery of Art Washington
Washington
26 Eisenhower Memorial*
27 African American History Museum Washington
Washington
28 The Kogod Courtyard SAAM
Washington
29 Washington War Memorials *
30 Florida Polytechnic SIT Campus* Lakeland
Lakeland
31 Florida Southern College
Palm Beach
32 Norton Museum of Art
Miami
33 Art Deco #
Miami
34 111 Lincoln Road
Miami
35 New World Centre
Miami
36 The Grove @ Grand Bay
Miami
37 Perez Art Museum
Miami
38 57 Park St North Beach
Chichen Itza
39 El Morro Castle, Mayan Ruins
40 Hotel Grand Hyatt Playa del Carmen,Cancun
Havana
41 Fidel Castro's School of Ballet
Havana
42 Walking Tour of Old Havana
43 Hotel Ambos Mundos Old Havana Havana
18
Havana
44 Orientation Night Tour Havana
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Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
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Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
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Architect
Santiago Calatrava
Herzog & de Meuron
Foster+Partners
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DS+RN

Date Link
2016 Link
2017 Link
2016 Link
2007 Link
2019 Link
2009 Link
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2019 Link
Studio Gang
2019 Link
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Shigeru Ban
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Renzo Piano
2015 Link
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2016 Link
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2016 Link
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2016 Link
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2016 Link
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2000 Link
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2015 Link
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2013 Link
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2015 Link
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Frank Lloyd Wright
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1976 Link
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Frank Gehry
2019 Link
Adjaye Associates
2016 Link
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2007 Link
Various Architects
1984 Link
Santiago Calatrava
2014 Link
Frank Lloyd Wright
1938 Link
Foster+Partners
2019 Link
Aranda/Lasch
2015 Link
Herzog & de Meuron 2010 Link
Frank Gehry
2011 Link
BIG
2014 Link
Herzog & de Meuron 2013 Link
Renzo Piano
2020 Link
Guided Tour
Link
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Link
Ricardo Porro
1961 Link
Guided Tour
Link
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1924 Link
Guided Tour
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Chichen Itza Pyramid, Mexico

Guggenheim Museum, New York

Beth Shalom Philadelphia

Horse & Cart studies, Havana Cuba

Place de la Cathedral, Havana

Lobby Hotel Ambos Mundo Havana
Sketches from USA Mexico & Cuba

Bring a small sketch book and try sketching along the way. Malcolm’s fascination with architecture is only
matched by an absolute passion for sketching. With an eye for simplification of detail and an obsession with
light, he draws constantly in sketchbooks during his world of painting, teaching and travelling, He is always
seeking to capture moments by taking a line for a walk, always with discrete care to suggest rather than
state. His article in ‘International Artist’ June 2012 on ‘The Art of Seeing’ can be downloaded from his
website and may help anyone, to learn how to sketch along the way. Picasso said “Sketching is another
way
19 of keeping a diary” (Picasso)
Also watch You Tube Colour in Your Life Video on Malcolm and The Art of Watercolour French Article 2019

USA
MEXICO
& CUBA
2020

ARCHITECTURE TOUR GUIDE
Travelrite International Pty Ltd
423 Whitehorse Road Balwyn
Victoria Australia 3103
Toll Free 1800 630 343
E balwyn@travelrite.com.au
W www.travelrite.com.au/arc.shtml

Jim Webber
Tour Director+61412 064 527
Malcolm Carver
Tour Leader +61412 329 987
E
mcarver@me.com
W
carverstudio.com

CANADA

New York

USA
Philadelphia
Washington

Tampa

MEXICO
Chichen Itza

Miami

CUBA
Cancun

2020 JAPAN

Architecture Tour of Japan
24 October-10 November 2020
A New Study Tour from Tokyo to
Hiroshima in Autumn colours to
see contemporary, traditional and
modern Architecture
20

2020 USA

2020 EUROPE

Architecture Tour of USA+
May 2021
The classic very best of
Frank Lloyd Wright with 5 new
FLW examples, plus recent
contemporary and modern
Architecture

Architecture Tour of Europe
August 2021
A New Study Tour of Europe
from Scandinavia then south to
Spain to discover recent
contemporary and modern
Architecture

